
Auto-Correct Me if I'm Wrong

1. Verb - Present Tense

2. Adverb

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Proper Noun

6. Noun

7. Proper Noun

8. Proper Noun

9. Verb

10. Noun

11. Proper Noun

12. Noun

13. Adjective

14. Verb - Past Participle

15. Verb - Past Tense

16. Noun

17. Adverb

18. Noun - Plural

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Verb

21. Noun
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Auto-Correct Me if I'm Wrong

Thank you for the assistance you provided me with Verb - Present Tense my ( Adverb device). I was

in need of assistance in loading Charter email to the Noun purchased for my Noun for

Proper Noun . When I purchased the Noun at the Proper Noun Proper Noun in Troy,

MI the Sales Associate was unable to Verb her email so I left the Noun without her email

account being set up. Because this was a Proper Noun gift it was important for my Noun email

account to be set up at the time she received it on Christmas Day. Charter is not one of the Adjective

email providers on the iPAD so the "Other" option was selected. When trying to load my mother's Charter email

account, the iPAD would not accept it saying it was an incorrect logon or password. This was not the case as I

was able to log into her Charter email account on my computer (I set up her email for her so I have access to her

passwords). My experience was being bounced back and forth between the Customer Service reps from both

Apple and Charter. Both reps said the problem was not on their end and I should contact the other. Only until I

was Verb - Past Participle to you, was the problem was solved. You Verb - Past Tense the suggestion of

changing the Noun on my mother's email account. Once this was done, her Charter email

Adverb loaded onto the iPAD. This was a very frustrating experience and took many Noun - 

Plural right before Christmas (which is already a stressful time of year!). The Sales Associate at the Apple

store should have known of this issue (Charter is a big provider in Michigan). I also believe he should not have

let a paying customer leave the Apple store with an incomplete set up. Secondly, Apple should have clear

directions on their website to address these problems. As I Verb - Past Tense on our phone call, only YOU,

Teresa,



were able to Verb my problem. I appreciate your Noun and tha
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